The World’s First Information Processing Platform
With its introduction to the marketplace, Grooper™ becomes the smartest way to help colleges
and universities capture, classify and extract documents and data. Here’s how Grooper can help
your institution!
ScanOnce™ True Virtual Capture and User-Directed Image Cleanup
 Scan/capture transcripts, applications, financial aid forms, address change forms all your
university forms in full-color, store in grayscale or B & W, and have those forms available
throughout the entire process.
Control Sheets
 When control sheets are needed, they can accomplish more than just separating
documents. Grooper’s control sheets are smart separator (break) sheets that can adjust
scanning profiles, assist with document classification, define real-time image cleanup,
and even initiate the start of another scan batch for completely different document
models – all while the scanner keeps running!
FieldSense™
 Autocompletes based on learning the content on each of your school’s documents.
 Dramatically improves productivity.
Dynamic, User-Directed Machine Learning
 Learns transcripts versus applications, understands a financial aid form versus a
confirmation letter, etc. Grooper also can learn transcripts sent from various schools.
 Artificial intelligence also enables Grooper to be taught data within documents.
Hierarchical Data Modeling
 Grooper is able to intelligently extract information from complicated forms, such as
transcripts, and make that data available for import into SIS, Banner, or other systems.
In the example below, Grooper identifies the transcript; the semester section with grades
and hours; the table with course codes, names, hours and grades; individual class row
with code and grade; and individual class field.
Semester
(Section)

Course codes, names, hours, grades (Table)

Individual class with code and grade (Row)

Individual class (Field)
Transcript
(Document)

Integrated Redaction Capabilities
 Depending upon your institution’s
policies, there may be a need to
redact data types (SSN, Credit Card
number, student number, etc.) prior to
images being release to your storage
repository. Grooper can redact those
items automatically using ESP™
pattern-based identification or a
defined section of a document.
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Massive Parallelism
 Instead of multiple processes being
completed one after another, Grooper
provides for parallel processing which
means less waiting. Depending on
the number of threads being
processed at a single time, this
means your university’s batches
complete 4X, 16X, or even 32X
faster!
ESP™ Classification & Data Extraction
 One of the major backbones of
Grooper’s ability to automatically
process the numerous types of
documents you deal with on a daily
basis. ESP™ is used to compare
features or keywords on pages to
automatically separate, classify, or
extract data.
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Advanced OCR
 Legacy capture systems can mistake
letters (O, I, S) for numbers (0, 1, 5).
With Grooper, no longer will a grade B be mistaken for an 8 or a D be mistaken for a 0.
 Grooper is equipped with validation and filtering technology providing reliable, accurate
results, whether numeric, alpha or alpha-numeric systems are used by a school.
Advanced Image Processing
 Eliminates third party software by integrating technology that flags low quality images,
allows custom flags, detects colors, allows for intensity levels, deskews, crop, rotate,
border cleanup
Bidirectional CMIS Document Interchange
 Connects to virtually any university storage repository or content management system
and allows for two-way document interchange, index updating, additional data migration
and many other purposes.
Shape Detection
 Integrated computer vision allows Grooper to spot school logos, stamps, indicias, labels,
and more, giving your university more classification and extraction options.
User-Directed Image Cleanup
 Throughout the process, your school’s users and operators can perform image cleanup
and document enhancements.

